
LetchWorth Village
History within our town!



A Time not too long ago! 
LOcated in Rockland county, ny 
The establishment opened in 1911, it  consisted of 130 buildings, stretching upwards of 2,362 
acres,  as well as a network of secret undergound tunnels. 
Built for the physically and mentally disabled of all ages  (newborn-elderly.)
 Until the 1960’s, the able-bodied labored on communal farms, raising  enough food and 
livestock to feed the entire population.
The facility was thought to have had great potential and was a great improvement from 
facilities prior. The ground surrounding the buildings were very large and created lots of space 
for patients to roam. The patients grew their own crops and tended cows, pigs and chickens. They 
made toys and sold them at Christmas.





Reports of inadequate funding and improper care of residents (children included) were present dating 
back to the 1920's.
residents have been found unclothed, unbathed,often unfed ,and neglected.
Reports of Unhealthy and/or deadly medical practices, Such as feeding hundreds of kids medicine with the 
same unwashed spoon.
February 27, 1950 the first trial case of the polio vaccine in the US was given to an 8 year old patient, after 
the patient suffered no side effects, the vaccine was given to 19 more of the institution children.
Jobs assigned to male patients varied from loading thousands of tons of coal into storage facilities, 
building roads,to expectations of farming acres of land
By the 1950’s, the village was overflowing with 4,000 inhabitants . THe government refused to spend more 
money on more housing.thus creating overpopulated, cramped dormatoies.

Down hill for the mentally ill! 





Time to terminate the mistreatment.
only in service 85 years, letchworth village is forced to close up shop!
1996, the closing year, marks the permanent completion of the thousands of 
mistreated patient’s horrific experiences.
BUildings were left as is to sit and rot away along with the mistreated souls 
of the patients who’ve passed. 
items left behind include everything from desks,books,chairs,and beds, to 
brains, medical reports, and teeth of the mentally ill.



legend has it..
As time goes on, the buildings are still left to decay and reported counts of vandalism and even 
arson arise throughout the buildings. 
The angry, hurt, souls of the dead, still roam the buildings and they definitely make their presence 
known to visitors. 
the smell of mildew and black mold linger throughout the hallways.
now an illegal tourist attraction (no trespassing), ghost enthusiasts from all over come to try 
and endure an encounter with these demonic spirits.
in the summer of 2011, the institutions were featured on the travel channel's Ghost adventures 
television series. 

   





eye witness accounts from former employee 
shared separately could not figure out how to insert audio clip… 



ghost adventure full episode!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiPHOIIr07c

